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ODENSE L0363-06794 CLOUDED OAK

FLOORS FOR 
REAL LIFE
At Pergo we build strikingly beautiful, extremely hard-wearing floors. 
No shortcuts, no compromises, just the best in Scandinavian function, 
design and engineering. We invented laminate flooring and in fact, 
we’ve been innovating floors that have gone from strength to strength 
since the 1970’s. Floors that are easy to install and maintain. And with 
one of the widest ranges around in wood, vinyl and laminate, you’re 
sure to find the perfect one for you. 

Come in and look around.
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WHY PERGO LAMINATE FLOORS 
Our laminate floors are easy to clean, 
simple to install and built to last.
And come with a complete range of 
formats and styles to suit your home.

06
A SENSATION IN FLOORING  
With the look and feel of natural beauty, 
you wouldn’t believe it’s not wood.

10
SUSTAINABLE. NATURALLY. 
We continually work to minimize  
our environmental impact through
innovation, and by challenging 
the way we produce floors.

12
OUR COLLECTIONS 
What’s your style? From rustic to elegant, 
there’s a Pergo laminate floor to enhance 
your home. 

24
ACCESSORIES 
It is the little things that make big things 
happen. Complete the look and feel with 
Pergo accessories of your choice.
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Every plank of a Pergo laminate floor is covered with our
patented TitanX™ that protects your floor from scratches
and wear throughout its lifetime. So it will take a beating,  
even if you’re playing with toys, moving furniture or 
dancing around. 

DRAMMEN L0348-05015 WHITE GLOOM OAK
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AQUASAFE

HIGH RESISTANCE TO  
SCRATCHES AND WEAR
Every plank is covered with our 
patented TitanX™ protection. .

WATER RESISTANT*
AND EASY TO CLEAN
AquaSafe technology keeps 
your floor hygienic and simple 
to clean. And our floors come 
with a wet warranty up to  
15 years**.

HIGH RESISTANCE TO
COLOUR FADING
Your floor keeps its colour 
year after year.

EASY TO INSTALL
Just click into place with the
glueless PerfectFold™ or 
Uniclic click system.

UP TO LIFETIME WARRANTY**
All Pergo laminate floors come 
with an up to lifetime warranty, 
so that you can live life to the 
fullest, without worrying.

WHY PERGO  
LAMINATE FLOORS?
Pergo laminate floors are built with Scandinavian
aesthetics and simplicity for people who love to be
active. Scratch resistant and able to withstand wear
and tear, they are the perfect floors to play on with
the kids, dance to the beat, or just chill in a yoga pose. 

Our laminate floors are the perfect choice to
life-proof your home. Use these floors on those high-
traffic, hard wear areas like kitchens and hallways
where there’s lots of coming and going, playing or 
dropping things. It’s that sense of beautiful, functional 
living you come to expect from Pergo.  After all, we 
invented laminate flooring in the first place. 

TRUE TO NATURE
All our laminate floors are 
incredibly true to nature. For 
an even more natural look & 
feel, look for our Sensation 
floors. 

PERFECT FINISH
From faultless installation,
to seamless finishing and
worry-free maintenance 
of your beautiful new floor. 
Choose from the wide range 
of accessories.

* Tested according to ISO 4760 (no leakage) and is not following 
EN13553 standards designed for welded resilient floor coverings.
** For full warranty conditions, go to pergo.com.
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AS CLOSE AS IT GETS TO REAL WOOD, 
WITH ALL THE BENEFITS OF LAMINATE

ODENSE L0363-06796 VIBRANT OAK
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SENSATION FLOORS
- NATURAL ON A 
WHOLE OTHER LEVEL
With Pergo Sensation laminate you wouldn’t believe it’s not wood. It’s that feeling
of natural beauty you get from authentic looking shades and grains together with
a warm, matt finish. Add in more than natural protection and you have a floor
that stands out for years to come.
 

DEEPER, MORE AUTHENTIC STRUCTURES
As close as it gets to wood, with all the benefits of laminate – 
right down into the bevels – to give your home that real wood 
look. You could say the imperfect makes it perfect. 

BEVELLED EDGES AND MATT FINISH
Sensation floors come with bevels on all four sides of the planks. 
Those deep edges give that air of authentic beauty. Add a 
sophisticated matt finish and your floor looks as warm and  
pure as anything nature can produce.

When you want amazing-looking natural floors
ask for Pergo Sensation laminates.
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SCRATC H ES & W
EAR

RESISTANT TO

Every plank of a Pergo laminate floor is covered with our patented 
TitanXTM technology. This superior toplayer gives your floor 
excellent resistance to scratches & wear, and makes your floor 
hygienic and easy to clean.

TITANX™ - FOR WHEN  
THE GOING GETS TOUGH

1. SUPERIOR WEAR AND SCRATCH RESISTANCE LAYER

2. EVERLASTING DECOR

3. HIGH-PERFORMING HDF CORE

4. BACK STABILISER 

SUPERIOR DURABILITY
For all-round medium use 
up to lifetime warranty*

* For full warranty conditions go to pergo.com.
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All Pergo laminate floors have AquaSafe, our in-house developed 
technology that creates a sealed, 100% watertight* surface all the 
way down into the bevels, preventing water from penetrating the 
floor. It simply stays on the surface and you can easily wipe it away.

* Tested according to ISO 4760 (no leakage) and is not following
EN13553 standards designed for welded resilient floor coverings.

AQUASAFE: BECAUSE LIFE’S TOO 
SHORT TO WORRY ABOUT WATER
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THE CORE OF ALL OUR LAMINATE 
FLOORING IS MADE OUT OF

100% RECOVERED WOOD
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PEFC/07-32-37

We produce flooring as sustainable as 
possible, constantly innovating to minimize the 
potential impact on our planet. As the inventors 
of laminate flooring, we’re proud to be the first 
producer to receive the Nordic Swan label
and EU Ecolabel for a floor. 

Our laminate floors are certified by PEFC
– one of the most trusted certificates in 
sustainable sourcing. This guarantees  
our recovered wood is sourced from
sustainably managed forests and
controlled sources.

MAKING USE OF RECOVERED WOOD
Trees are also an important habitat for
animals and essential in stimulating  
biodiversity. We therefore use 100% recovered 
wood when producing the high-density wood 
fibreboard in the core of our laminate. This is 
wood collected from sawmills, forest
management processes.

CLEAN AIR INDOORS 
We spend lots of time indoors, and there
are many things that influence air quality,
like ventilation, cleaning agents, candles and
even your furnishing materials and flooring.
We produce flooring in-house so we know 
exactly which materials are involved and can 
control emissions of harmful substances.
And you can install your flooring without
needing any adhesives.

MINIMAL VOC EMISSION 
We work to minimize VOC (Volatile Organic 
Compounds) emissions. Formaldehyde is
a VOC that’s found in flooring. Formaldehyde 
emission in our laminate flooring is negligible 
and 5-10 times lower than EU restrictions,
so there’s no risk for you or your family. 

RUNNING ON GREEN ENERGY. 
Wood can be a source of green energy.
UNILIN, the group behind Pergo, has invested 
in two biomass plants where wood waste 
is converted into energy. This enables us to 
run our production on 24% green/renewable 
electricity and 74% green heat at a group level 
in 2021.

EASY TO INSTALL, EASY TO LIVE WITH
We believe in making floors that will last and 
bring joy, instead of becoming waste after 
a few years. That’s why we offer up to life-
long warranty. Thanks to our advanced click 
technology you can install your floor glue-
free without needing tools. That way you 
can uninstall your floor without any hassle or 
damage.

SUSTAINABLE. NATURALLY.

* Information sur le niveau 
d’émission de  substances volatiles 
dans l’air intérieur,  présentant un 
risque de  toxicité par  inhalation, 
sur une échelle de classe allant 
de A+ (très faibles émissions) à C 
(fortes émissions). 
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ODENSE
2050 × 240 mm

ARENDAL
1380 × 190 mm

DRAMMEN
1200 × 190 mm

OUR COLLECTIONS
Scandinavian never goes out of style. The same goes for functional design.  
Our complete range of Pergo laminates delivers just that. Whether you want the  
high-quality feel of Odense’s long planks, the natural look of Arendal or the minimalistic 
infinite look of Drammen, there’s a floor to fill your every need.

And all of them are designed to be durable and have a completely watertight surface. 
These are the reasons why Pergo laminate floors have become true representatives of 
Scandinavian functional design. So your kitchen, hallway, bedroom or living room is
a pleasure to come home to. Always. 

Transform the feeling 
of your entire room.
Make it wider, 
narrower, longer, 
darker or lighter by 
the format and design 
you use
– the options are 
endless.

16 NEW ODENSE 
Long, wide planks with great natural
variety and a deep 4-way bevel.

20 ARENDAL 
Medium sized floor with great
natural variety and a 4-way bevel.

22 DRAMMEN 
Standard sized laminate floor
with a discreet 4-way bevel
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NEW ODENSE
Our new Odense floors take inspiration from the lush hills of Fyn,
to create a perfect balance between the past and the future.
Want that premium look you get from extra-long, extra-wide planks? 
Odense helps you create a vibrant and natural looking space,
giving larger rooms a sense of grandeur whilst giving smaller spaces
a sense of calmness. Odense looks and feels genuinely authentic.
Natural. So close to real wood you won’t believe it’s not. 

NATURE’S ENDLESS  
VARIATIONS WITH EXTRA  

LONG, WIDE PLANKS
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ODENSE L0363-06791 CLAY OAKODENSE L0363-06797 DUSK OAK
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ODENSE L0363-06791 CLAY OAK DESIGN MEETS DURABILITY
Like all Pergo floors, Odense is extremely durable, covered with both TitanX™ 
protection and AquaSafe technology so it looks its best for years to come.
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ODENSE L0363-06803 RUSTIC SMOKE
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AQUASAFE

SENSATION

PERFECTFOLD

EASY TO INSTALL

ODENSE
2050 × 240 × 9.5 MM | 4-WAY BEVEL | 15 YEAR WET WARRANTY | 2.952 M²/PACK

Our new Odense floors are easy to install with PerfectFold™ and make for 
a both durable and AquaSafe floor with a 15 year wet warranty.  With its 
pronounced, 4-way bevel and deeper, more natural textures Odense was 
developed to bring the perfect balance to any room. The size and realistic 
texture of Odense floors bring a timeless look, that suits perfectly in both modern 
as well as traditional homes.

CLAY OAK
L0363-06791

OATMEAL OAK
L0363-06792

GLACIER OAK
L0363-06799 

MALT OAK
L0363-06793

CLOUDED OAK
L0363-06794

SOLSTICE OAK
L0363-06800

DUSK OAK
L0363-06797

BEAUFORT OAK
L0363-06801

RUSTIC SMOKE
L0363-06803

VIBRANT OAK
L0363-06796
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ARENDAL L0339-04295 STOCKHOLM OAK

ARENDAL FLOORS BRING
A NATURAL, CLASSIC LOOK

TO YOUR HOME
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ARENDAL
With their balanced slightly longer planks, Arendal floors bring a classic look to any 
room, regardless of its size. The broad range of colours that the Arendal floor range 
offers, along with the high natural variety of the planks, ensures that everyone can 
find a natural looking floor to suit their home. 

And with our AquaSafe technology the surface is watertight and easy to keep clean.
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ARENDAL L0339-04289 NORTH CAPE OAK
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AQUASAFE

SENSATION

PERFECTFOLD

EASY TO INSTALL

ARENDAL
1380 × 190 × 9 MM | 4-WAY BEVEL | 15 YEAR WET WARRANTY | 1.573 M²/PACK

Arendal Sensation floors have a realistic wood-like look that is hard to tell 
from the real thing. The natural variations of Arendal floors is what sets this 
range apart.

The innovative AquaSafe technology makes the surface of the floors 
watertight and safe from water. Arendal comes with a 15 year wet warranty. 
And thanks to our TitanX™ protective top layer, there is no need to worry 
about scratches and wear.

VINTAGE GREY OAK
L0339-04311

MEADOW OAK
L0339-04309

SKAGEN OAK
L0339-04293

ESTATE OAK
L0339-04313

ISLAND OAK
L0339-04297

TUNDRA OAK
L0339-04299

STOCKHOLM OAK
L0339-04295

MOORLAND OAK
L0339-04305

BARNHOUSE OAK
L0339-04307

NORTH CAPE OAK
L0339-04289
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DRAMMEN L0348-05015 WHITE GLOOM OAK

DRAMMEN L0348-05016 ISLA OAK
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AQUASAFE

N
ATURAL LO OK & FEEL

UNICLIC

EASY TO INSTALL

DRAMMEN
1200 × 190 × 8 MM | 4-WAY BEVEL | 10 YEAR WET WARRANTY | 1.596 M²/PACK

Our Drammen floors have both practical advantages, as well as an appealing design.
The discreet bevel of these floors brings calm to a room, whilst adding a natural plank 
look. With decors from subtle to rustic, light to dark as well as a high resistance to
scratches and wear, these floors truly represent functional design.

With AquaSafe technology, Drammen floors are water resistant and come with a 10 year 
wet warranty. TheTitanX™ protective top layer makes it extremely durable.

CAPPUCCINO OAK
L0348-05018

DARTMOOR OAK
L0348-05020

RICARD OAK
L0348-05017

SANDWAVE OAK
L0348-05014

WHITE GLOOM OAK
L0348-05015

CORNWALL OAK
L0348-05019

BROWN LEATHERED OAK
L0348-05013

ISLA OAK
L0348-05016
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UNDERLAYS

COMBI-LAY STANDARD
Combi-Lay Standard is no normal underlay. 
The dense, closed cell polyolefin foam provides 
excellent support, with good reduction of both 
reflected and impact noise.

NZC-LAY20FS; NZ C-LAY50FS 
20/50M² ROLL THICKNESS 2MM

Walking sound reduction
Impact sound reduction

AQUA SEALANT
For invisible and waterproof 
finishing around wallbases, 
mouldings, transitions, door frames, etc.

QSKITTRANSP, 310 ML 

QUIET-STEP COMBI-LAY
Quiet-Step Combi-Lay is the first choice where 
a quiet step sound and maximum reduction 
in multi-storey noise is required. This high 
density underlay has no match when it comes to 
reducing foot fall noise, with a reduction of up to 
30% over standard underlays.

NZQSC-LAY20FS; NZQSC-LAY50FS 
20/50M2 ROLL THICKNESS 2MM

Walking sound reduction
Impact sound reduction

FOAMSTRIP
PE foam expansion joint filler. Serves as an 
elastic filler of all dilatation gaps around the 
floor perimeter. Requires sealing with Aqua 
Sealant. 

NEFOAMSTRIP20, 20 M X 10 MM 

CHOOSE THE UNDERLAY THAT’S RIGHT FOR YOU.
1. Decide where you want to install the underlay. Our underlays give you excellent sound insulation. 
Walking sound reduction shows you how much sound is reduced in the room. 
Impact sound reduction indicates how much sound is reduced to the rooms below.
2. Check your subfloor: is it wood or concrete? 

WATER RESISTANCE MADE EASY
Installing a water resistant floor is really easy. Follow the steps below and get your laminate floor  
ready for splashes, damp and the kids’ indoor water games.
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5 PERFECT FINISHES IN 1 SINGLE PRODUCT
Made from wear and scratch resistant laminate, Incizo®-patented profiles make the perfect match
for your floor. An all-in-one solution that provides a seamless result. 

Simply cut the profile to the shape you need with the included knife. Suitable for flooring heights 7 – 10 mm.

EXPANSION PROFILE 
From laminate to laminate.

ADAPTER PROFILE 
From laminate to ceramic, vinyl or linoleum.

STAIR NOSE, FLUSH 
For a flush finish on stair treads.

STAIR NOSE 
Use at the top of the stairs or as you step down 
into a room.

TRANSITION PROFILE 
From laminate to carpet.

END PROFILE 
Finishing up to threshold, sliding doors, etc.

THE INCIZO® PROFILE
2150 × 48 × 13 mm

PGINCP(-)
For full article number, go to pergo.com

THE INCIZO® SUBPROFILE 
2150 mm
Is required for stair application and has to be 
ordered separately.

NEINCPBASE(-)
For full article number,  
go to pergo.com
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Choosing the right floor is often the hardest part of refreshing your interior. 
Here are some tips to get you started, and help guide you towards the perfect floor.

FIND THE RIGHT FLOOR
FOR YOUR PROJECT

PREPARE FOR WEAR
Our durable, hard-wearing floors stay beautiful for
longer. They are the ideal choice for a busy hallway
or kitchen.

LET’S TALK ABOUT WATER
A water resistant floor is nice to have in a living room.
But in the kitchen it’s a must. Our floors also have high 
resistance to stains.

SIZE MATTERS
Large planks boost the feeling of space in a large room, 
so if your home allows for it, go big.

THE FINISHING TOUCH
Accessories have a big impact on the look of your room. 
Choosing a matching profile makes your room feel
complete and lends a solid impression.

USE FLOORLAB
Want to see what a new floor can do for your home?  
Use the FloorLab app. Take a photo of your home  
and get a sneak peek of which one of our floors is the 
perfect match for your room. Getting the perfect fit just 
got simple. 

VISIT A PERGO SUPPLIER
To see and feel the floors in real life, please go to our 
website to find your nearest local Pergo supplier.

TRY FLOORLAB
SEE HOW A FLOOR CAN CHANGE
THE APPEARANCE OF YOUR HOME 
JUST BY UPLOADING A PHOTO.
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PERFECTFOLD

EASY TO INSTALL

UNICLIC

EASY TO INSTALL

THE PERFECT RESULT 
IS JUST A CLICK AWAY

WATCH STEP-BY-STEP VIDEOS ON PERGO.COM  
TO GUIDE YOU THROUGH THE WHOLE INSTALLATION PROCESS
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PEFC/07-32-37

Image front cover: L0363-06794 Product images may differ from actual product. The availability of products, or the products 
themselves, may change at any time without notice. With reservation for errors. Contents © 2023 by Unilin bv – division flooring.  

All Rights Reserved. The contents of this brochure may not be reproduced in whole or in part without prior written permission from 
the publisher. For consumer questions and retailers visit pergo.com.

Pergo is a quality product produced by UNILIN BV, division flooring, Ooigemstraat 3, 8710 Wielsbeke, Belgium


